**Eric Murphy**

President Trump nominated Eric Murphy to serve on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit on June 7, 2018. Murphy is anti-choice.

**Career**

- Bachelor of Arts, Miami University of Ohio, 2001
- Juris Doctorate, University of Chicago School of Law, 2005
- Clerk, Hon. Anthony Kennedy, Supreme Court of the United States, 2006-2007
- Associate, Jones Day LLP, 2007-2013
- Solicitor General, Office of the Ohio Attorney General, 2013–present

**Record on Choice-Related Issues**

**Court Cases**

- Murphy defended Ohio's efforts to defund Planned Parenthood by prohibiting the state from contracting with abortion providers. He argued that there was no evidence that the defunding law "would reduce abortion access in Ohio, or pressure women to sacrifice any abortion right to obtain other services." Fortunately, the Sixth Circuit disagreed, striking down the law and holding that Ohio women "do have a right not to have their access to important health services curtailed because their major abortion providers opted to protect women's abortion rights rather than yield to unconstitutional conditions."

- Murphy has repeatedly defended the legality of Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) laws, measures that subject abortion providers to burdensome restrictions not applied to other medical professionals. Not only did he defend Ohio's own TRAP laws, he also co-authored a brief in support of Texas' unconstitutional TRAP laws in *Whole Woman's Health v. Hellerstedt*.

- Murphy defended the state of Ohio's efforts to shutter Toledo's last and only abortion clinic. The Ohio Department of Health revoked Capital Care Network of Toledo's healthcare license after it was unable to find a "local" hospital to enter into a written transfer agreement with. Capital Care sued, challenging the TRAP law that required written transfer agreements, arguing that it placed an undue burden on access to abortion. Murphy represented the state of Ohio in defending the law.
• Murphy submitted a brief to the Supreme Court in support of an Arizona law that banned abortion care as early as 20 weeks without an adequate exception to protect women’s health or for cases in which the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest.10

• Murphy was behind a series of challenges to the Affordable Care Act's contraceptive-coverage policy, the greatest advancement in reproductive healthcare in a generation. He submitted briefs arguing against the policy in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores and Conestoga Wood v. Sebelius,11 and represented several organizations in their individual challenges to the landmark policy.12

Notable Information

• Murphy signed a series of letters sent to the Senate in support of anti-choice judicial nominees Andrew Brasher, Britt Grant, Patrick Wyrick, J. Campbell Barker, Kyle Duncan, and Neil Gorsuch.13 Notably, every single nominee Murphy went out of his way to support has a clear anti-choice record.14

• Murphy is active in the conservative, anti-choice Federalist Society.15 The Federalist Society is led by Leonard Leo, the anti-choice activist who is heavily involved in selecting Trump’s Supreme Court and lower court nominees. Leo has been outspoken in his anti-choice views, calling abortion “an act of force” and “a threat to human life,”16 and serves as co-chairman of Students for Life,17 a group whose mission is to “abolish abortion.”18

Record on Other Key Issues

• Murphy defended Ohio’s ban on same-sex marriage before the Supreme Court in Obergefell v. Hodges. Fortunately, the Supreme Court disagreed with Murphy and made equal marriage the law of the land.19

• Murphy defended Ohio’s efforts to limit voting rights in several cases, most recently defending Ohio’s purges of voter rolls in Husted v. Philip Randolph Institute.20 The Supreme Court sadly upheld the voter roll purges, but Justice Sotomayor wrote a scorching dissent in which she states that the court’s opinion, “entirely ignores the history of voter suppression against which the [National Voter Registration Act] was enacted and upholds a program that appears to further the very disenfranchisement of minority and low-income voters that Congress set out to eradicate.”21
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